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Century special education teachers 
receive $1,500 grant for “sensory 

room” 
 
FOREST LAKE, MINN. – In December, Century Junior High Special Education Teachers 
Theresa Stender and Becky LeMire were awarded a $1,500 grant from The Education 
Foundation of the Forest Lake Area (TEFFLA) to help create a “sensory room” for students 
with developmental cognitive delay and students on the autism spectrum.  
 

The purpose of the room is to help students with various disabilities relax and develop their 
individual senses through movement, touch, hearing and smell while also providing a place 
to help reduce anxiety, de-escalate overstimulation and prepare students to be fully focused 
upon returning to class.  

 “We have definitely seen improved behaviors,” Stender said. “It has been a short amount of 
time, but we’ve seem improvements for sure.”  

The room holds various equipment that helps trigger the different sensory systems throughout 
an individual. These include three different swings: a hammock, cocoon and platform swing; 
blue painted walls; liquid motion bubbler; star motion and rainforest; ocean and fish scenes 
projected on the ceiling; lava lamp; massagers; weighted blankets; body sock; fidgets; bean 
bags; keyboard and piano; diffuser with aromatherapy scents; rain stick; sound spa; yoga 
balls; crawl tunnel and a balance beam.  
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Through the use of this equipment, Stender and LeMire have been thrilled to see the students 
enjoying the room and getting centered so they can return to class fully relaxed and ready to 
learn. 

“The best part has been having a calm break area for our students and offering our students 
the ability to make choices based on what their body needs,” LeMire said.  

The room was completed on March 6 and has been in use since. 
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